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Abstract—This study proposes novel hybrid social network analysis and collaborative filtering approach to enhance the performance of recommender systems. The proposed model selects subgroups of users in Internet community through social network analysis (SNA), and then performs clustering analysis using the information about subgroups. Finally, it makes recommendations using cluster-indexing CF based on the clustering results. This study tries to use the cores in subgroups as an initial seed for a conventional clustering algorithm. This model chooses five cores which have the highest value of degree centrality from SNA, and then performs clustering analysis by using the cores as initial centroids (cluster centers). Then, the model amplifies the impact of friends in social network in the process of cluster-indexing CF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to mitigate the information overload, many people use recommender systems that have the effect of guiding the user in a personalized way to interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible options [1]. However, it is needed to develop accurate recommendation engine using proper recommendation algorithm for them. If they do not provide useful information to the customer, the corresponding companies may loose their customers. For this reason, many studies have tried to develop effective and efficient recommendation algorithms. The most popular recommendation algorithm is collaborative filtering (CF). CF predicts user preference score using preference of other similar users who have rated the items [2]. So far, CF has been a very successful approach for building recommender system, but it has a few shortcomings to address. Typical limitations of CF are scalability and sparsity problems. In this study, we suggest a new limitation of typical CF. It has limitation to reflect qualitative and emotional information about users. This means that it unable to distinguish neighbors as friends or strangers with similar taste [3]. Qualitative and emotional information among users may not be considered properly in recommendation process because typical recommender systems do not consider the human relationships among users. However, it may be important to distinguish friends and strangers in recommender systems, since users generally prefer recommendations from his or her friends to those from strangers [4]. To address the limitation, this study proposes cluster-indexing CF with social network analysis (SNA) for recommender systems. Using SNA, the recommender system enables to distinguish friends and strangers of the user. Thus, SNA may provide qualitative and emotional information between members of the same community.

In addition, typical CF often requires a large memory space and computation time to retrieve neighbors of user, but cluster-indexing CF only requires relatively small computation time because it searches neighbors within a subgroup of the user.

This study uses SNA to choose the centroid in subgroups as an initial seed for a conventional clustering algorithm. First, we collect data about users’ ratings for several movies and their social network relationships. We develop data collection site for this purpose. Then, we perform social network analysis and find cores of each subgroup of social network. Next, we use these cores as cluster centroid for cluster analysis. Finally, we make recommendations about items using CF within user’s cluster, and compared the performances of several comparative models.

This paper consists of six sections. Section 2 describes related studies about recommender systems and social networks. In Section 3, we propose a novel hybrid CF with SNA for recommendations. Section 4 introduces experimental data and design of experiments that have incorporated CF and social networks. Section 5 shows the experimental results, and Section 6 discusses the findings and limitations of our study.

II. PRIOR RESEARCH

Recently, many studies proposed application of SNA to CRM and marketing research area. Kautz et al. [5] utilized knowledge in the social networks to recommend public documents found on the Web. They emphasized that although their model did not replace generic search engines, but the model could make their search more focused and effective. In addition, Liu & Maes [6] harvested 100,000 social network profiles and built “InterestMap”, a network-style view of the space of interacting interests and identities, by automatically analyzing patterns of correlation between various interests and cultural identities. They suggested that recommendations made in that network space were accurate and highly visually intelligible.

Some studies tried to use the information social networks to enhance the quality of recommendations. Ziegler & Lausen [7] investigated and analyzed presence or absence of correlation between trust and interest similarity in an online community focusing on books by comparing user similarity among all peers and some trusted peers. They founded there were a positive correlation and also proposed that the level of expressed trust between user and his/her peers could be a good predictor of preference. In addition, Ryu et al. [8] selected the nearest neighbors of target user utilizing Pearson’s correlations and used them as the target user’s social networks. Moreover, Golbeck [9] proposed FilmTrust, a website that integrates web-based social networking into a movie recommender system. She showed that those recommendations were more accurate than other techniques when the user’s opinions about a film were divergent from the average using the FilmTrust system.
Jyun-Cheng & Chui-Chen [10] presented a recommendation system that used trading relationships to calculate level of recommendation for trusted online auction sellers. They demonstrated that network structures formed by transactional histories could be used to expose such underlying opportunistic collusive seller behaviors. Taking a structural perspective by focusing on the relationships between traders rather than their attribute values, they used two social network indicators to create a collaborative-based recommendation system that could suggest risks of collusion associated with an account. They also tested the system against real world ‘blacklist’ data published regularly in a leading auction site and found it able to screen out 76% of the blacklisted accounts.

Yang & Dia [11] proposed a framework that utilized the concept of a social network for the targeted advertising. Their approach discovered the cohesive subgroups from a customer’s social network as derived from the customer’s interaction data, and used them to infer the probability of a customer preferring a product category from transaction data. That information was then used to construct a targeted advertising system. Cho & Bang [12] proposed a novel recommender system which applied centrality concept. They utilized the analysis of the relationships among products by using centrality concept, and then recommended specific product to the customers who were highly like to buy the product. They used product network from user’s purchase data, but didn’t use real social networks of humans.

Above studies mostly tried to use SNA in the research area of CRM, however, their model did not systematically integrate SNA with CRM systems or with recommendation algorithms. However, Debnath et al. [13] tried to integrate those two components. They proposed a hybridization of CF and content-based recommendation system. In their system, attributes used for content-based recommendations were assigned weights depending on their importance to users. The weight values were estimated from a set of linear regression equations obtained from a social network graph which captured human judgment about similarity of items. However, since it was just an exploratory study so that there was no empirical validation, the implication of their study was quite limited.

In addition, Liu & Lee [3] developed a way to increase recommendation effectiveness by using social network information with CF. They collected data about user preference scores and their social network relationships. And then, they evaluated recommendation performances with diverse neighborhood groups combining groups of friends and nearest neighbors. They resulted more accurate recommendations could be made by incorporating social network information into CF.

However, the approach they used was not based on typical social network analysis. The authors did not create ‘network model’ of all the participants, rather they just reflected the simple relationship between each of users (called ‘the distributor’ in the study) and their friends. Thus, strictly to say, their model is based on simple social relationship rather than complex social network.

In addition, their recommendation model arbitrary determined the range of friends because there were no guides for determining it.

Under these backgrounds, we propose a novel recommendation model that uses the characteristics of the network model for all the users, which can be obtained by applying SNA. In particular, we propose a novel approach to integrate SNA, cluster analysis and CF for the CRM applications which systematically determine the range of friends by using the clustering algorithm.

### III. Cluster-indexing CF with SNA

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this study is to develop a novel recommender system which reflects qualitative and emotional information. Typical recommender systems have used CF to analyze user profile. However, CF has a limitation to consider qualitative and emotional information about users. It is owing to the fact that CF predicts user preference score utilizing user-rated evaluation score. In this study, we propose novel recommender systems which use SNA in order to consider qualitative and emotional information to recommendation process.

For this end, this study suggests a new recommendation algorithm, cluster-indexing CF based on SNA. In this study, we use the cores in subgroups from social network as the initial seeds for a conventional clustering algorithm. The detailed explanation on the steps of the recommendation algorithm is as follows:

In the first step, we perform SNA. SNA can show social network between users as a graph and centrality of each user. From the graph of social network, we intuitively find subgroups of users. In addition, the centrality value shows who the core of each subgroup is. In this study, we use user centrality to find point of central tendency in the partitioned subgroup network extracted from the original social network. Subgroups can provide valuable information in understanding the influence of the subgroup on the original network as a whole and on individual characteristics and status within the subgroup, among subgroups, and the entire network. In this study, we evaluate degree of centrality and select top five users of this value.

In the second step, we perform clustering analysis. There are many kinds of clustering algorithms, this study uses the modified version of k-means clustering algorithm. Typical k-means clustering calculates the similarity between samples using Euclidean distance measure. However, in this study, we need to calculate the similarity between the user preference vectors for items. Many of the elements in the user preference vectors are empty so that it is difficult to calculate Euclidean distance between these vectors. To resolve this problem, this study adopts Pearson correlation rather than Euclidean distance as the measure of the similarity for the k-means clustering.

In addition, we integrate the experimental results of SNA and k-means algorithm by incorporating users with top five degree centrality from SNA as the initial cluster centers in k-means
clustering algorithm. As a result, we can generate five subgroups whose members have the preference scheme that is similar to one of socially leading people. In the final step, we perform CF procedure. This study proposes cluster-indexing CF with SNA. Typical CF computes the similarity between users, and then selects the nearest neighbors for user. This study amplifies impacts of user’s friends than those of their strangers in order to reflect qualitative and emotional information to typical CF process. In order to consider social network information into CF, we can simply replace the nearest neighbor from typical CF with new nearest neighbor from SNA. However, this method may be less effective than typical CF because the number of nearest neighbors from SNA is much smaller than that of the other nearest neighbors [3]. Thus, we use method introduced by Liu & Lee [3]. The method amplifies the weights of the social network members’ preference (e.g. assigning two-times of the original weight) if they are also in the nearest neighbor set from typical CF, while leaving the weights of other nonsocial network members’ preference unchanged.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Data

In order to validate the usefulness of our proposed recommendation algorithm, we adopt ‘empirical validation’ that is based on a real-world dataset. Although our proposed model is based on CF, we cannot use public datasets for CF such as MovieLens, or EachMovie because our algorithm requires social network information other than user preference information. Consequently, we build a Web-based system for collecting appropriate data from users.

Our data collection system is designed to collect information on the participants’ social relationship with other participants. Especially, we collect the information with whom and how participants have relationship via online social media like instant messenger, social networking web sites like Facebook, Myspace, and Cyworld, and microblog service like Twitter. For the target of the recommendation, we select movies, the most popular item for validating the performance of new recommender systems. So, we collect the participants’ preference on top 100 movies of all-time worldwide box office. Also, we collect the basic demographic information on the participants including gender, age, and so on.

We collect the data from 91 respondents in one of the major universities in Korea. Among them, we eliminate one case that is seemed to be distorted, and finally select 90 respondents and their online relationships and the ratings for 100 movies as an experimental dataset.

B. Experimental Design

For implementing SNA-based CF algorithm, we combine the results from two independent experiments. The first experiment is done for doing SNA. By using a commercial software – NetMiner version 3.0, we adopt SNA to the experimental dataset, and calculate the degree centrality values of all 90 participants.

The second experiment is designed to implement modified k-means clustering, and CF using the result of the clustering. For this experiment, we develop an experimental system using VBA (Visual Basic for Application) of Microsoft Excel 2007. In the case of modified k-means clustering, we design to perform k-means clustering based on a new similarity measure – Pearson correlation between user preference vectors. For CF, we adopt ‘all-but-one’ approach. This means all but one rating of the user is given and our algorithm predicts the rating for the left one.

C. Experimental Results

As mentioned, we apply SNA first to the experimental dataset before applying modified k-means and CF. Here, we calculate the degree centrality of all the participants. Based on this result, we succeed to find 5 online social leaders, whose degree centrality values was bigger than 3.5. And, we use them as the centroids of the modified k-means clustering.

In this study, we set the average MAE (mean absolute error) as the criterion for evaluating performances of the comparative models. The MAE is frequently used in CF literature, and represents the difference between the predicted and actual rating of users [14]–[16]. Average MAE can be defined as (1).

$$\text{Avg. MAE} = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{T} \left| p_{ik} - a_{ik} \right| \right) / n \right) / N$$

where $N$ is the number of users in the dataset, $T$ is the number of items in the dataset, $p_{ik}$ is the predicted rating of user $k$ for the item $i$, and $a_{ik}$ is the actual rating of user $k$ for the item $i$.

Table I presents results of the conventional CF model and our proposed model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AVG of MAE</th>
<th>STDEV of MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional CF</td>
<td>0.8260</td>
<td>0.2845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proposed model</td>
<td>0.8224</td>
<td>0.2851</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the Table 1, our proposed model shows small average MAE than the conventional CF model. Thus, we may conclude that our model generates more accurate prediction results in the recommendation for the users.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed the integrated model of typical CF and social network information from social network analysis. The results show that the proposed approach is effective in CF methodologies for enhancing recommendation performance. The reason of the results may be resulted from that CF reflects qualitative and emotional information from SNA.
Although this study got better recommendation performance than typical CF, the performance may be raised if we incorporated the social network information from social networking Web sites directly because our experiments were executed in a laboratory environment. In addition, we evaluated only 90 users for the proposed model. Although we showed statistically significant difference between the proposed model and typical CF, we might get more reliable results than this if we collected sufficient samples. Moreover, we arbitrarily set the number of online social leaders to five, and then we also set the number of clusters of clustering analysis to five because the online social leaders were used as initial cluster center. Unfortunately, there have been few studies to propose any mechanism to determine the optimal number of leaders in SNA or clusters in clustering algorithm, so it has usually been determined by heuristics. Thus, the attempts to adjust the number of leaders or clusters should be one of the focuses of future research.
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